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INTRO

In Nothing But Net: 10 Timeless Stock-Picking Lessons from One of 
Wall Street’s Top Tech Analysts, I share proven methods to find the 
winners, avoid the losers, and build a solid Tech portfolio for the 
long run.

How many calls have I made? One way to think about it is that every 
quarter I’ve had a chance to reevaluate a stock call. To affirm a call. 
To upgrade. Or to downgrade. So for fun math, over 20 years that’s 
80 quarters, and with roughly 30 stocks under coverage, that’s . . . 
2,400 calls! But that’s not the right way to think about it. Because with 
stocks always moving and news flow constant, there’s an opportunity 
to reevaluate stock calls daily. This is something some of the twitch-
trigger hedge fund analysts do . . . and some of them do it very well. 
So, from this angle, that works out to 20 years, roughly 200 trading 
days a year, roughly 30 stocks, so that’s . . . 120,000 calls! My mind 
is spinning just thinking about that. Thankfully, that was never my 
mindset, though knowing why any one of my stocks was up or down 
materially on any given day was my job.

The simple point here is that I’ve made lots of stock calls. In arguably 
the most dynamic, best performing stock sector on Wall Street over 
the past two decades. And I’ve learned a thing or two along the way. 
Actually, Ten Key Lessons. And I’m going to share them with you here.

This playbook is intended to be used as a reference for the top ten 
lessons that I cover in much greater depth in my book. If you haven’t 
read the book yet, you can use this as a sneak peek to get excited 
or once you have finished the book, this can be an easy look back 
reminder of what you’ve learned. 

— Mark S. F. Mahaney
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THERE WILL BE BLOOD . . . 
WHEN YOU PICK BAD STOCKS

LESSON 1: 

If you invest in the stock market, you will lose money from time to time. 
Being a good stock-picker involves being both a good fundamentalist—
correctly forecasting revenues and profits—and a good psychologist—
correctly guessing what multiples the market will place on those 
revenues and profits. It’s almost impossible to get both of those exactly 
right most of the time.

There are always market shock events, like the onslaught of COVID-19 
in early 2020, that can undermine the best-laid stock-picking plans.

There will also be the bad stocks that you pick.

The odds of batting 1,000% are, well, one in a thousand. Markets 
change. Competitors compete. Managements make mistakes. And 
sure things can quickly turn into sore things. 
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LESSON 2: 

YOU WILL LOSE $...
EVEN WHEN YOU PICK THE BEST STOCKS

Even best-in-class stocks aren’t immune from company specific major 
sell-offs. Facebook, Google, and Netflix—three of the best performing 
stocks of 2015–2020—all experienced major corrections (from 20% 
to 40%) at one point. In the case of Netflix, it was twice in a 12-month 
period. Despite fundamentals that were at times dramatically better 
than those of other tech stocks—and 95%+ of the S&P 500—these 
stocks experienced major setbacks before recovering to continue to 
materially outperform the market.

And even best-in-class stocks aren’t immune from broad market sell-
offs. In late 2018, in the wake of a broad market correction tied to 
trade war concerns, slowing global GDP growth, and rising interest 
rates, AMZN lost a third of its value, despite no change to its estimates 
or growth outlook. Have patience.

LESSON 2: 
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LESSON 3: 

DON’T PLAY QUARTERS

Successfully trading around quarters requires both an accurate read 
of fundamentals and a correct assessment of near-term expectations, 
a tricky task for individual (and most professional) investors to pull 
off. Trades around quarters can also be misleading and can cause 
investors to miss long-term fundamental and stock trends. Between 
2015 and 2018, AMZN rocketed up 386%, with 4 of the 16 quarters 
during that period generating a material 10%+ one-day pop and four 
quarters generating a material 5%+ one-day slide.

Staying invested throughout would almost certainly have been more 
profitable than trying to play those quarters.

Invest in names with strong fundamentals and ignore short-term stock 
fluctuations, whether around quarters or not.
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LESSON 4: 

REVENUE MATTERS MORE THAN ANYTHING

Over the long term, fundamentals really do move stocks, and for tech 
stocks, the fundamentals that matter the most are revenue, revenue, 
and revenue. Companies that demonstrate an ability to consistently 
generate 20%+ top-line growth can potentially provide good stock 
returns, almost regardless of their near-term profitability outlooks. 
That’s the 20% Revenue Growth “Rule.”

Consistent 20%+ top-line growth is rare (only about 2% of the S&P 
500 generate this) and can often reflect large market opportunities, 
relentless product innovation, compelling value propositions, and top-
quality management teams. This is exactly what you want to be looking 
for in good long-term investing opportunities.

As a start, look for companies that have generated 20%+ growth for 
five or six quarters in a row.

That said, companies with sharply decelerating revenue growth—such 
as revenue growth rates that get cut in half over three or four quarters—
are likely to work poorly as Longs (except when that cut is due to 
macro shocks like COVID-19), whereas stocks of companies that are 
successfully executing GCIs (growth curve initiatives) and generating 
revenue growth acceleration can be very good outperformers.

However, successful tech investing doesn’t mean being oblivious to 
profits. Profitless growth creates no value in the long run.
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LESSON 5: 

IT DON’T MEAN A THING,
IF IT AIN’T GOT THAT PRODUCT SWING

Product innovation matters. Relentless product innovation is one 
of the biggest drivers of fundamentals, especially revenue growth, 
and that’s what drives stocks. Successful product innovation 
can generate entirely new revenue streams (Amazon with cloud 
computing), replace existing revenue streams (Netflix with DVDs 
and streaming), and enhance existing revenue streams and boost 
key customer metrics (Spotify with podcasting and plausibly Stitch 
Fix with direct buy functionality).

Product innovation is also spottable. Some of the most interesting 
product innovation going on today is consumer driven. You’re a 
consumer. You can try out the services, and if you find one you love, it 
could be the making of a great stock.

Further, when you see one company’s innovations aggressively copied 
by others (e.g., Snap’s new features copied by Facebook), chances 
are that the first company is a legitimate innovator. Finally, product 
innovation is a repeatable offense. A management team that generates 
one or two impressive product innovations will likely have the ability to 
continue to generate more innovations.
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LESSON 6: 

 
TAMS —THE BIGGER THE BETTER

TAM matters. The bigger the Total Addressable Market, the greater 
the opportunity for premium revenue growth. They are rare, but look 
for companies that have the potential to “pull a Google”—to generate 
premium revenue growth from scale. As a rule of thumb, a company 
with a single digit percent share of a large TAM might be an ideal 
candidate for tech investors to consider.

TAMs can be expanded. By removing friction and by adding new use 
cases, TAMs can be made larger. That’s essentially what Uber and Lyft 
did over the years. By lowering prices, increasing the number of drivers 
on their platforms, reducing wait times, and making payments and 
tipping seamless, Uber and Lyft expanded the use cases for and the 
appeal of ridesharing. There are also two specific steps that companies 
can take to expand their TAMs—expand into new geographic markets 
and generate new revenue streams.

Sometimes TAMs are hard to ascertain, especially when a traditional 
industry is being disrupted, and creative new approaches are required. 
This was the case with Spotify, which was attacking two well-known 
markets (the recorded music industry and radio advertising) but was 
doing it in a way that potentially meant it was facing a much bigger 
market than appeared at first listen.

Large TAMs can help drive growth that can lead to scale, which has 
intrinsic benefits: experience curves, unit economics advantages, 
competitive moats, and network effects.
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LESSON 7: 

FOLLOW THE VALUE PROP, NOT THE MONEY

Follow the consumer value proposition. Some of the best performing 
stocks of the past decade belong to companies that prioritized customer 
satisfaction way over near-term investor concerns. Amazon may well 
be the poster child here. The company consistently demonstrated 
a willingness to invest aggressively to offer a more compelling value 
proposition, even at the sacrifice of near-term profits (e.g., Prime).

Investor-centric companies can make subpar investments. eBay and 
Grubhub are companies that didn’t focus enough on innovating to meet 
consumer needs, in part, I believe, out of a strong desire to preserve 
highly profitable business models. Because of this, both companies 
ended up providing mixed results for long-term investors.

Even though compelling consumer value propositions can be expensive 
to build and maintain, they can eventually carry positive business model 
effects. Some of this is straightforward in terms of deep customer 
loyalty. But compelling value propositions can also enable pricing power 
flywheels, which is what both Amazon and, especially, Netflix have 
benefitted from.
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LESSON 8: 

M IS FOR MANAGEMENT

Management teams really matter. The quality of the management team 
is arguably the single most important factor in tech investing. In the long 
term, stocks are largely driven by fundamentals, and fundamentals 
are largely driven by management teams. Get the management team 
right, and you’ll likely get the stock right.

Know what to look for in a management team. Founder-led companies 
(practically all the biggest tech stocks have been founder-led), long-
term orientation (like Zuckerberg with 1-, 5-, and 10-year goals), great 
industry vision (Hastings essentially inventing streaming), a maniacal 
focus on customer satisfaction (read the Amazon shareholder letters), 
deep technology backgrounds and operating benches, a deep focus 
on product innovation, and the ability to be forthright with employees 
and investors about mistakes and challenges.

Unlike investment funds, for management teams, past performance 
is an indicator of future performance. When you have management 
teams that have built successful track records, you stick with them.



Valuation should not be the most important factor in the stock-picking 
decision process. Your overriding valuation action question should 
always be: Does the current valuation look ballpark reasonable?

High-growth tech stocks can at times look expensive, but that doesn’t 
make them bad stocks. Look at P/E multiples on a growth-adjusted 
basis. High-earnings growth stocks and high-earnings-quality stocks 
warrant high P/E multiples.

In the case of companies with robust earnings, a P/E multiple in line 
with or at a modest premium to a company’s forward EPS growth is 
ballpark reasonable.

High-quality stocks that trade at a discount to premium growth rates 
can make excellent investments for long-term investors. Both PCLN 
and FB traded for long stretches at discounts to their growth rates, 
which helped create great long opportunities with both stocks.

In the case of companies with minimal earnings, you can expect to see 
super high (>40x) P/E multiples, but these can still be good investments. 
Both Amazon and Netflix proved this. The key action questions: 

••     Are current earnings being materially depressed by major 
investments? 

•     Is there a reason to believe that long-term operating margins 
for the company can be dramatically higher than current levels?

The case of companies with no earnings provides the toughest 
valuation challenge, but four logic test questions can help 
determine whether a valuation is ballpark reasonable:

1.    Are there any public companies with similar business models 
that are already profitable?

2.    If the company as a whole isn’t profitable, are there segments 
within the business that are?

3.    Is there a reason why scale can’t drive a business to profitability?

4.    Are there concrete steps that management can take to drive 
the company to profitability?
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VALUATION IS IN THE EYE 
OF THE TECH STOCKHOLDER

LESSON 9: 



LESSON 10: 
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HUNT FOR DHQS—
DISLOCATED HIGH-QUALITY STOCKS

One of the best ways to make money as an investor in high-growth tech 
stocks is to identify the highest-quality companies and then to buy 
them or add to positions when they are dislocated. Investing in high-
quality companies—marked by premium revenue growth and driven 
by large TAMs, relentless product innovation, compelling customer 
value propositions, and great management—reduces fundamentals 
risk. Buying when they are dislocated—20 to 30% corrections and/or 
when stocks are trading at a discount to their growth rates—reduces 
valuation/multiple risk.

Every single high-quality company gets dislocated at some point 
or another, providing patient long-term investors with plenty of 
opportunities. Even the highest-quality stocks I covered over the 
last five years (Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, and Google) were each 
dislocated a handful of times over that period.

The key indicator to sell a stock is a material deterioration in the 
fundamentals of a company. To be specific, when revenue growth 
decelerates materially (50% deceleration within a year or less, 
adjusting for comps and macro shocks) or when revenue growth 
materially dips below 20%, again adjusting for comps and 
macro shocks.

* Adapted from Nothing But Net: 10 Timeless Stock-Picking Lessons from One of Wall 
Street’s Top Tech Analysts by Mark S. F. Mahaney. Copyright © 2022 by McGraw Hill. 
All rights reserved.



THE 10 TAKEAWAYS:

1.    There Will Be Blood...When You Pick Bad Stocks 

2.    You Will Lose $... Even When You Pick The 
Best Stocks

3.    Don’t Play Quarters

4.    Revenue Matters More Than Anything

5.    It Don’t Mean a Thing, If It Ain’t Got That 
Product Swing

6.    TAMs–The Bigger the Better

7.    Follow the Value Prop, Not the Money

8.    M Is for Management

9.    Valuation Is in the Eye of the Tech Stockholder

10.  Hunt for DHQs–Dislocated High-Quality Stocks

VISIT MARKSFMAHANEY.COM FOR MORE 
GUIDANCE ON YOUR INVESTING JOURNEY.


